BEYOND NUCLEAR INITIATIVE

ANTTI-URANIUM SYMPOSIUM & WORKSHOPS

MELBOURNE SEPTEMBER 15 & 16
Dear Mr Beazley,

Australian’s do not want our country to become the world’s major pusher of Uranium to the rest of the world, nor do we want our backyard the designated global waste dump.

We urge the ALP to maintain its policy of opposing new uranium mines, and to oppose any plans by the Liberal party or international uranium interests to turn our outback regions into radioactive waste lands.

A Morgan poll in 2005 found that 70% of Australians, and 77% of ALP voters oppose new uranium mines in Australia.

Come April 2007 make sure the Australian Labor Party stands its ground on NO new uranium mines for Australia, and refuses to allow our country to become a radioactive dumping ground.

Signed

Name

Address

The Beyond Nuclear Initiative is a collaboration between Friends of the Earth, Paola Foundation [Tom Kantor Fund] and the Australian Conservation Foundation.

TO: Kim Beazley
c/- Beyond Nuclear Initiative
Friends of the Earth
PO Box 222
Fitzroy VIC 3065